Multiple Sclerosis Presenting as Posterior Cortical Atrophy
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Introduction

Posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) is a rare neurodegenerative syndrome, characterized by insidious and gradual visual impairment in the absence of primary ocular disease [1]. Pathologic studies have revealed that PCA is most often the clinical expression of an atypical form of Alzheimer pathology [2], named the visual variant. More rarely, PCA may be associated to other neurodegenerative etiologies, such as corticobasal degeneration, dementia with Lewy bodies, prion disease (Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease), and subcortical gliosis [1,3-5]. The clinical phenotype may vary according to the etiology, and may include elements of the Balint’s syndrome (optic ataxia, oculomotor apraxia, simultagnosia). Patients complain having inconsistent difficulties to distinguish lines, to read, to estimate distances, and to identify objects. Visual hallucinations are often reported. Clinical onset of PCA is usually observed during the 5th or 6th decades. Diagnosis is usually evoked on a very peculiar neurovisual pattern during cognitive testing and comforted by posterior (occipito-temporo-parietal atrophy on MRI, with clear cortical hypometabolism in the same regions on perfusion PET ou SPECT scans. [6-8]. We describe the case of a patient presenting with PCA syndrome, which was related to an atypical presentation of multiple sclerosis.

Case Report

A 64-year-old right-handed female was referred for a visual complaint. Her impairment was insidious and had progressively become worse for about four years, with a significant impairment of her daily life activities for the past 6 months. The patient had no previous history of neurological or ophthalmological pathology, except for a bilateral cataract two years earlier. There was a familial history of dementia; her sister had presented with a cortical degenerative disease (diagnosed as probable Alzheimer’s disease) at the same age. Physical examination was normal.

For three years, the patient had reported complex visual difficulties which remained unexplained despite several ophthalmological examinations. She complained of being unable to properly see objects located beyond 7 feet, with some variability in clarity. Due to these reasons, she gave up the hunting. According to her husband, she was able to see the prey “only when it was right in front of her eyes”. The cataract surgery did not change her condition. She became lost several times while driving her car in a familiar environment, seeing clearly but being unable to identify her usual landmarks. A simultagnosia (a decrease in the amount of perceived visual information) was present. The patient complained of her inability to see a jar that she previously put away in the usual cupboard. At home, she got used to put her things in the same place in order to easily find them again. She complained also of a gradual hypersensitivity to luminance, especially to intense red lights which “hurted the back of her eyes”. Six months before her referral, she became very disturbed by a discomfort triggered by visual motion. In her activity as a farmer, she experienced blurred vision when she feded the fowls, which moved in every direction for this occasion. The same happened when she moved herself rapidly (e.g. when she jumped up). Except for this disability, the patient remained autonomous. She otherwise complained of mild memory difficulties. Her language remained fluent and unimpaired.

Neuropsychological assessment revealed no storage or language impairment (this point was previously discussed [6]. Table 1 summarizes the cognitive abilities of the patient compared to the usual PCA semiology.

Table 1: Results of neuropsychological examination compared to PCA regular semiology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive abilities</th>
<th>Patient results</th>
<th>Usual features of PCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual efficiency</td>
<td>IQ=65”; verbal IQ=70; performance IQ=68</td>
<td>Low efficiency at an advanced stage; usually, verbal IQ&gt;performance IQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Verbal and visual episodic memory | Encoding and retrieval impairments without storage difficulties | Unusual at early stage
---|---|---
Reading of isolated words and pseudo-words | - but not prevailing for large-printed, spaced letters and lengthy words | Cognitive marker: peripheral alexia (difficulties to see the letters or reading letter by letter without apraxia or oral language impairment); more pronounced for large-printed, spaced letters and lengthy words
Verbal fluency | - | Usually preserved at early stage
Images naming | - agnosia | Cognitive marker: agnosia, prosopagnosia
Praxia | + | Cognitive marker with visuospatial errors and dressing apraxia
Cancellation test | + but slowing | Cognitive marker (probably consecutive to agnosia and simultagnosia)
Embedded figures test | - simultagnosia | Cognitive marker
Objects drawn from memory | - | Cognitive marker
Detection of primitives (line orientation) | + | Cognitive marker
Discrimination of 2D geometrical forms | + | Possibly impaired
Discrimination of 3D geometrical forms | - | Cognitive marker
Navon letters (a big letter made up of small letters) | - for identification of big letters + for small letters | Cognitive marker
Optic ataxia | + (absent whatever the quadrant of visual field and the pointing hand) | Cognitive marker
Graphic fluency | - | Impairment resulting from visual perceptual deficit
Executive test implying abstraction and flexibility | - | Possibly impaired at late stage
Frises | + | Impairment resulting from visual perceptual deficit; flexibility errors possible
Visual hallucinations | + (absent) | Cognitive marker
Anxiety or depression | + (absent) | Mood marker

An MRI scan was performed three years ago was interpreted as showing on the T1 sequences a bilateral posterior cortical atrophy. A few supra tentorial hypersignals were observed on T2 FLAIR sequences without any contrast enhancement, which were considered as not relevant. A second MRI scan was performed one year later which was interpreted as showing an increased posterior atrophy (Figure 1). The diagnosis of PCA was suggested by a neurologist. A SPECT scan was performed a few months later, but the result was apparently not confronted with the PCA diagnosis (Figure 2).

**Figure 1:** Sagittal MRI scan.

**Figure 2:** SPECT scan.

**Discussion**

In this case, several criteria were highly suggestive of a PCA: the insidious and progressive installation of visual symptoms, their selectivity, and age at onset. MRI also showed a significant posterior and bilateral atrophy [7-9]. Neuropsychological...
assessment revealed some signs compatible with PCA, such as visual aperceptive agnosia (discrimination of 3D objects), associative agnosia (drawing from memory), simultagnosia, environmental disorientation, and alexia. However, some cognitive and mood markers were absent, such as dressing apraxia, visual hallucinations, impairment of primitives’ detection (which is a good marker for primary cortex dysfunction), and significant depression and/or anxiety. Reading was impaired (alexia) but without the inverse size effect (increased difficulties for large-printed letters), including with spaced letters and lengthy words [10]. Balint syndrome, characteristic of PCA, was also incomplete with a simultagnosia (without optic ataxia or oculomotor apraxia). The painful hypersensitivity to red light was also atypical and more suggestive of optical nerve injury. Moreover, the result of the SPECT scan was clearly suggestive of optical nerve injury. For clinical diagnosis, a typical presentation of PCA, as the aspect of visual associative regions was normal (when it shows usual a clear hypometabolism in PCA).

The spinal MRI was normal as was the electromyogram of inferior limbs. The neuro-ophthalmological examination revealed an acuity of 8/10 for monocular and binocular vision, a cognitive (without depression and/or anxiety. Reading was impaired (alexia) but without the inverse size effect (increased difficulties for large-printed letters), including with spaced letters and lengthy words [10]. Balint syndrome, characteristic of PCA, was also incomplete with a simultagnosia (without optic ataxia or oculomotor apraxia). The painful hypersensitivity to red light was also atypical and more suggestive of optical nerve injury. Moreover, the result of the SPECT scan was clearly suggestive of optical nerve injury. For clinical diagnosis, a typical presentation of PCA, as the aspect of visual associative regions was normal (when it shows usual a clear hypometabolism in PCA).

The spinal MRI was normal as was the electromyogram of inferior limbs. The neuro-ophthalmological examination revealed an acuity of 8/10 for monocular and binocular vision, a papillary pallor, evocative of a bilateral atrophy of optic nerve. This was confirmed by laser optical coherence tomography and bilaterally disturbed evoked potentials (increased latency and decreased amplitude of the P100 component). These signs, associated with diffuse subcortical FLAIR hyperintensities, were highly suggestive of multiple sclerosis. The patient next received corticotherapy, which improved the visual symptoms.

Conclusion

Visual impairment is common in multiple sclerosis, implying anterior and posterior pathways, with optic neuritis as the most common afferent pathway symptom [50% of these patients [11]; see [12] for a review]. The timing of axonal and neuronal loss seems to decrease with illness duration, which emphasizes the necessity of early care [13]. The wide variety of visual complaints in multiple sclerosis can lead to clinical confusion [14,15]. Recent literature highlights the unusual semiology of this autoimmune demyelinating disorder (pain syndromes, movement disorders, rare cranial nerve involvement, cognitive or psychiatric symptoms [16,17]. In this case, both a late onset and an atypical clinical pattern were misleading. The patient presented with progressive evolution of selective visual impairment, when motor symptoms are reported as prominent in late-onset multiple sclerosis [18]. For clinical diagnosis, a discriminating analysis of visual semiology and MRI are essential.
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